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Section 1: Verification group information
Verification group name:

National 1 and National 2

Verification event/visiting
information

Event

Date published:

March 2014

National Courses/Units verified
National 1 Units
H47K 71 – Food Preparation: Making a Healthy Hot Dish
H47T 71 – Food Preparation: Using a Cooker

National 2 Units from the following Courses
Units from Creative Arts:
H22P 72 Creating Materials for Display
Units from English and Communication:
H241 72 – Understanding Language
H244 72 – Creating Texts
H246 72 – Listening and Talking
Units from Food, Health and Wellbeing:
H257 72 – Food Preparation
H259 72 – Food for Health
Units from Information and Communications Technology:
H20T 72 – ICT Applications
H210 72 – Multimedia Applications
H211 72 – Working with Digital Images
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Units from Lifeskills Maths:
H21T 72 – Shape, Space and Data
H21V 72 – Money
H21W 72 – Time
H21R 72 – Number and Number Processes
H21Y 72 – Measurement
Units from Physical Education:
H24W – Taking Part in a Physical Activity
Units from Science in the Environment:
H26C 72 – Living Things
H26B 72 – Resources, Forces and Energy
Units from Social Subjects :
H26G 72 – Making a Contrast
H26H 72 – Organising and Communicating Information
H26C 72 – Making a Decision
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Section 2: Comments on assessment
Assessment approaches
At this event, centres had submitted a high standard of evidence materials which
were at both interim and completed stages.
Centres had mainly used the SQA Unit assessment support packages and had
made appropriate and relevant use of these, utilising Appendix 1 materials for
assessment. The Unit-by-Unit approach was the most common choice and using
these packages ensured that all required evidence was submitted and well
labelled.
At National 1, there were excellent examples of assessment packages/tasks that
had been developed for individual candidates. These clearly showed assessment
standards being met, but also allowed candidates to access instructions
independently using their preferred mode of communication, eg pictorial recipes.
Some centres did individualise assessments based on the assessment packs,
but changes were small and questions and answers were well labelled and linked
to assessment standards. In one instance a log book had been created to
illustrate a candidate’s artwork — this was an excellent example of using the
packs innovatively.
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Some evidence had been submitted without any indication of what the candidate
was being asked to do. This makes verification difficult. If a centre is devising its
own assessment and it is very different from the Unit assessment support
packages it would be advisable to seek prior verification. Further information
regarding this service is available through SQA’s website.
It is vital that all assessment tasks and evidence submitted are linked to the
judging evidence table in each Unit assessment support pack.
Where centres had indicated that candidates had failed an assessment it was
suggested that candidates be re-assessed if practicable.

Assessment judgements
There was evidence that centres were mostly making consistent and secure
assessment judgements. In general, evidence was well organised and linked to
assessment standards. Centres had obviously worked hard to present evidence
clearly. Evidence that had been enhanced by the submission of photographs and
illustrations of candidates’ work showed clearly the context in which assessment
had taken place. Some centres had also used suggestions from the Unit
assessment support packages to individualise assessments, which is good
practice.
Although submissions were good, centres should note the following:
 Centres should read the judging evidence table (in the Unit assessment
support packages) carefully and ensure all evidence that is specified is
submitted
 Photographs, DVDs or similar evidence submitted should be labelled clearly
and indicate to which assessment standard they relate
 All extra pieces of evidence should be clearly labelled and indicate which
assessment standard they relate to
 If the centre has changed assessments from the pack this must also be
clearly labelled and should indicate to which assessment standard it relates
 If comment boxes are included in checklists, centres should provide specific
comments relating to each individual candidate. If a centre has not included
any assessment judgements and has only submitted candidates’ work, it
cannot be externally verified. Even though the centre may have completed
the verification sampling form indicating a pass for the candidate, there is no
actual evidence of an assessment judgement for the verifier to look at.
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Section 3: General comments
Sampling of candidates was carried out well. Some centres had chosen a range
of six or more Units at each level, some for only one or two candidates. Others
had chosen only one or two Units depending on what their centre was
presenting. Centres should note though, that the sample should include evidence
relating to no more than 12 Units. It again should be noted that Awards should
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not be included as part of the sample, only Units from the National 1 and National
2 suite of qualifications should be included.
The candidate flysheets for Units should be used (not the flysheet for Courses)
and centres should complete the section to indicate which Unit assessment
support package they have used. It is also useful to fill in the bottom section,
which indicates what supports candidates are receiving, eg scribe.
Internal verification was evident for many centres and there were some excellent
examples of policies and practice. It is useful to explain the approach being taken
to internal quality assurance and show evidence of this in candidates’
assessment material.
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